DIRECTIONAL DRILLING - CASE HISTORY
Installation of pipes from Perco

Scope:
Project:
Sub-Contractor:

Horizontal Directional Drilling
Burry Port
Perco Engineering Services

Having earned a reputation for quality
installations from previous contracts,
Perco were awarded the contract to
supply, butt weld and install 3 new
pipelines through a newly installed
1200mm micro-tunnelled under track
crossing in the picturesque seaside
town of Burry Port in South Wales.
The project involved supplying,
welding, internally de-beading and slip
lining a 225mm, a 355mm and a
450mm SDR 17 black MDPE pipe. To
complicate matters the tunnel was 8m
deep and the pipes had to be welded in
the bottom of the 6m diameter shaft.
The other end of the 72m long tunnel
was with in another 6m shaft but this
one being closer to 11m deep.

A 35 tonne crane was positioned
adjacent to the 8m deep shaft. The butt
fusion machine was then lowered into
the base of the shaft near the tunnel
mouth. For the 450mm and 355mm
pipes, a 500mm Trakstar butt fusion
machine was utilised. The welding
frame was lowered into the shaft, with
the power unit remaining above the
surface, well away from the shaft using
extended hydraulic and electrical leads.
To pull the pipes through the shaft, a
10tonne winch was positioned at the
top of the 11m deep shaft and the
winch cable fed via rollers down the
shaft and through the tunnel. Each pipe
had a towing head inserted into it to
attach to the winch cable. Initially a 6m
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length was lowered and pulled into the
tunnel and the end placed into the
fusion clamp. Due to the constraints of
the shaft, the remaining pipes were cut
into 3m lengths and welded then pulled
into the tunnel. As the pipes were to
form a gravity syphon sewer, each pipe
was carefully de-beaded after each
weld to ensure a smooth bore in order
to prevent silt build up.
The whole scheme was completed well
inside schedule and the main contractor
was extremely pleased with the safe
working attitude of the Perco crew.

